**All-School Sing Will Be Free**

Classes Will Compete For Prize During Event

On Monday morning, 9.15, music will be held in an hour of entertainment.

**Dance Maestro**

The president of the new school has been selected, and he will be chosen by the All-School Sing.

The All-School Sing will be held on the second floor of the music building, and attendance will also appear on the program.

**Entry Deadline in Integral Contest; Balloting Thursday**

The program on the troops will be "Seward," "The Unknown," and "In the Limelight," as given by the Glee Club, Band, and Orchestra in band in that order.

A committee composed of the All-school Sings of the ten troopers will be on display Wednesday in the student union. Votes for the troops will take place from 8 to 12. The student must choose his favorite troop, and the most popular troop will be voted for.

The photographs may be of three types, 4X6, 5X7, or 8X10 in full length photos will be accepted.

The ball is to take place Saturday evening from 7 to 10, at the Hotel Continental, 20 North Michigan Avenue. Roy Mcllroy, orchestra leader, will conduct the orchestra.

A feature attraction, unique at this contest, will be the selection of the person who has the greatest representation will be given the privilege of having a ball contract assigned to them. This contract will be used to determine the dance floor to themselves.

The ballroom is on the seventh floor of the Student Union. The music for the ball is to be supplied by faculty members of the Student Union.

**Twente Outstanding Mexicans Will Attend ARF Conference**

A conference, to which approximately 20 of Mexico's outstanding judges in the field of industry, government, and finance, will be held in the American Conference on Industrial Research, on October 1st, in Chicago at the Armour Research Foundation, Dr. Jesse E. Hobson, president, was announced.

Scheduled on October 3rd and 4th, this conference is the 20th of the American Conference on Industrial Research, which has been called in order to bring together a better mutual understanding of the knowledge of methods used by each member in the solution of their problems.

The group will review and inspect the work of the various research projects currently in the United States through visits to various institutions and research organizations in the vicinity of the members of the conference. The group will also visit the headquarters of the Illinois Institute of Technology and the Armour Research Foundation.

**Scholarship of IIT Vets Last Semester Over 1.5 Million Dollars**

IIT veterans are averaging the highest amount of any veteran at the school and their achievements are the result of hard work.

The research for this investigation was done for the last three years by three veterans who were dropped from the student union.
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**V-12 VETS**

The first ship to escape from Eniwetok, the USS Voss, led a illustrious career of the few ships to escape from the Japanese, being unclassified and unknown to many.

**Man Of The Week**

President of ITSA, Bob Freund is also an Athletic Leader.

Outstanding performance of duties has brought A/S Robert Joseph Freund, third term electrical, to the front as this week's "Man of the Week."

Born on Chicago's South Side in 1925, Bob grew up to attend Logan High School born in Chicago. He graduated from this school and was an outstanding athlete. He later established himself as a lawyer. He was born to George and Maureen Freund.

Quarters of his home have been in Logan Square since 1944. In 1947, Bob was initiated into Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity, and he started the sketch up ITSA's social and political leader. He served as a chairman of the Alpha Sigma Phi for one term, and later he was initiated into Beta Omicron Omicron.

In his free time, Bob is a member of the Alpha Sigma Phi and is considered an outstanding athlete. He has been an active member of the organization for two years, having been elected in November 1949.

ITSA's wrestling team was Bob's chief athletic interest. He wrestled for Logan High while a student there, and his athletic assets were won as a member of the Alpha Sigma Phi. For this, he was named a junior athlete and was chosen to depict Lincoln as a major athlete and one of the greats of the team.

Framed plans to return to IVY after the war to continue his studies in electrical engineering. He plans for the immediate future include graduate studies in March 1950 and mechanical engineering for four months.

When asked what the future would bring, Bob replied, "I guess it's gonna be great, but you know how it is. The war must go on!"

---

**Steam Show**

1933 out the dirt

Due to the regrettable apprehension of the previous operator, who is now convulsing at a hospital whose address is necessarily witheld, I feel better now. My first blissful was to design a larger spade. Where previously the dirt was scooped in a bucket, it will now be run into the ton.

Here's a little item that was held up by the censor for several weeks but is now available. It concerns A/S Bert Dornan, who, after continuous permission, was finally permitted to speak on a list that was made available. He was given the name and address of the benefactor and hurriedly back he went. He opened the door and a shadowy man greeted him. He had just said, "Is your daughter, Janie, home?"

"Yes, Max, I'm home," he replied.

With the news, A/S Bill Branding, who for a long time has been the subject of the lore, has finally been told by his father to open the door. The news was given by two females, each one opening the door as usual.

When questioned as to his destination, he replied, "To the library.

In preceding years, ITSA's V-12 unit has built an everlasting substance as a way to numbers of the appointees. This established reputation was recently denied a cloud by A/S Bill Branding, a student in the thronging metropolis of Calcuta City last week. He was seen walking through the thronging metropolis of Calcuta City last week. He was seen walking through the thronging having his hands in his pockets.

The gem of the week goes to A/S Bob Likhmann, who, when preparing to leave the house for a formal dinner, met his secretary's daughter. She, one Gloria by name, happened to be home for the first time from Michigan State College, Lansing, not having been seen anywhere until the evening. She and her friends were called in.

Ed Ruben, the "nurse with the gentle smile," provides you with your copy of Technology News, is in charge. He is the one. As a matter of fact, her looks resemble those of the girls found in each community.

Bob's most embarrassing moment for many moons Santa Fe of the News might have resulted in the scandal of the year. Walking past a shop that was full of dinner, meal and secretary's daughter. She was seen walking, not having been seen anywhere until the evening. She and her friends were called in.

As soon as the news spread, all social events canceled, rumors that someone in his company dies is a warrantable, or if the other entails the span without reason is to whom it may concern. There will be many interferences by the booming voice of the former hallowers in the ever-ringing North Star Chapel to the ground at a window. Chamberlain announced that with "that's meant to unaccomplished teachers!"

Replied the "nurse, yes!"

I, a student of philosophy, rose from my chair and looked intently at the window.

The current event of Prof. Chamberlain mentioned the appearance of the dirt. The last bit of dirt has been dug for this week and all that remains is the weekly moral.

Never help a friend unless you want to make more of him.
**Techhawk Navy Softball Squad Wins Over Gardiner, 9 to 2**

The navy softball squad expressed intention of capturing the second round of the Navy League as they defeated General Hospital, 9 to 2. It was the seventh straight win for the Techhawks, the other win being taken on shore.

Techhawks, led by Bob Hames in the box, scored two runs in the first inning. Bob Hames put the first ball to the center of the field, and Steve Nunez scored from home plate. Another run was scored in the second inning on another sacrifice fly. Senior mech Richard Bennis scored from the first base and moved to third base after the next batter grounded out. The last three batters were out to end the inning.

**Initiate Five To Honor!**

Five seniors were initiated to Honor Society on Wednesday night. The seniors and their respective sports were:

- Steve Nunez, football
- Bob Hames, tennis
- Jerry Jett, basketball
- Frank Snowball, baseball
- Ken Miller, football

Senior Mechs Open IM Play Tuesday

The intramural softball tournament will get underway this week with the seasonal schedule kicking off in the Junior Electronics classroom. The Illinois Tech Vets completed the last, making the junior Mechs third in the standings.

**Outstanding Athlete**

Hankins Wins Senior Award

Hankins, one of the greatest basketball and track performers in Techhawk history, was awarded the special, honor. Hankins was a star in both sports and was a member of the Honor Society.

The first award ever issued to an Illinois Tech student, it was presented to Hankins in recognition of his high scholastic performance during the 1970-1971 academic year and one season with the hardwood squad.

Hankins, who was on the varsity basketball and track and field teams, had a 3.75 GPA and was a member of the Honor Society.

During the regular season, the Techhawks compiled a record of 7-0 in conference play and 2-2 in non-conference games. The team was led by Hankins, who averaged 19 points per game and was named to the all-conference team.

In addition to scoring four times, Hankins led the team in assists, rebounds, and steals. His play was a key factor in the team's success.

The coach, who was pleased with Hankins' performance, said, "He's a player who always gives his best effort on the court."
Awards Poulter ARF Medallion

Alton Kukral was elected to the AAS Board of Directors in 1964. He is a former employee of the National Bureau of Standards and is now a professor at the University of Illinois. He has been a member of the AAS since 1958.

Physics Club Views Electron Microscope

The Electron Microscope was the subject of the day for the Physics Club at its meeting last Monday. The club's president, Dr. Robert E. Smolensky, spoke of the history and application of this instrument in his lecture on the work of the electron microscope. He explained how electron micrographs are obtained from specimens that are cut at a very high vacuum. The micrographs are then magnified and visualized under an electron microscope. The microscope is used in various fields, including medicine, biology, and materials science.

48Ss Draft Social Schedule For Next Semester

In order to coordinate the social activities of the class, the 48Ss class is planning a schedule of activities for next semester. The schedule will be posted on the bulletin board in the class room. The activities will include a field trip to a local park, a picnic, and a movie night. The class is looking forward to a fun and active semester.

Shortening of Lewis Mission Semester Will Aid In Move to Armore

The second semester of the Lewis mission will be shortened to aid in the move to Armore. The shortened semester will run from August 20th to December 8th, as opposed to the usual 16 weeks. This will allow the crew to have a shorter break and to focus on the move to Armore.

NSU College of Arts Library Forms Nuclous of College’s Collection

The history of the library began back in 1920 when the first library was established at NSU. The library was small and contained only a few books. Today, the library is one of the largest in the state and houses over 300,000 books. The library has undergone many changes over the years, but it remains an important resource for students and faculty.

Tutoring Facilities To Be Reorganized

The opening of the library to tutors is of great importance to the students. The librarian has been asked to consider the opening of the library to tutors in order to provide additional resources for students. The library staff is working to ensure that the opening is properly managed and that all students benefit from the new arrangement.

Show ARF Recorder To ASME Members

The ASME will be the recipient of a new ARF recorder, which will be presented to the society by the ASME. The recorder is a valuable tool that will aid in the recording of data and will be a useful addition to the ASME's collection of equipment.

Quarters "2"

Here's a breakdown of the quarter's activities:

- **Monday**: Meeting of the student council
- **Tuesday**: Class presentation on sustainability
- **Wednesday**: Laboratory session on renewable energy
- **Thursday**: Discussion on global climate change
- **Friday**: Field trip to local renewable energy facility

NAVAL NOTATIONS

Quarters "5"

- **Monday**: Meeting of the student council
- **Tuesday**: Class presentation on sustainability
- **Wednesday**: Laboratory session on renewable energy
- **Thursday**: Discussion on global climate change
- **Friday**: Field trip to local renewable energy facility

**Tech Time Table**

Mondays:
- 9 AM to 12 PM: Lab work
- 1 PM to 3 PM: Discussion on renewable energy
- 4 PM to 6 PM: Laboratory session on renewable energy

Tuesdays:
- 9 AM to 12 PM: Lab work
- 1 PM to 3 PM: Discussion on global climate change
- 4 PM to 6 PM: Laboratory session on renewable energy

Wednesdays:
- 9 AM to 12 PM: Lab work
- 1 PM to 3 PM: Discussion on renewable energy
- 4 PM to 6 PM: Laboratory session on renewable energy

SUNKIST PIES

1. Sunkist Pies were available exclusively in the student cafeteria during the academic year.
2. The cafeteria was located on the ground floor of the main building.
3. Sunkist Pies were a popular snack among the students.
4. The cafeteria was open from 8 AM to 8 PM daily.

For the best girl friend:
- DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING
- ART. JEWELRY

Spies Brothers, Inc.
27 E. Monroe St.
Chicago, Ill.
Manufacturers of fine jewelry
Suburbia, 1935